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REVISION EXAMINATION-2024 
ENGLISH 

PART 

a) Hope 

Answer all the questions. Write the correct answers along with the corresponding options codes, Ch the correct sy undertined words from the option given. 

and I do clalm to represent him in all his rusueunousness ) Toughness Weakness ) Brightne 
Kushwanth singh's grandimother bobbice Rn aulckly 

about in his house. 

a) Walked unsteadily D) Jumped 

The groatest disadvantape for me wa 
b) Memory ) Alertness 

as oss of aRpetite. 
Munger 

The staft looked so grosperous and unsympathetic. 
a) Rich b) Wealthy ) Poor d) Luxurious 
It is because of thelr antioathy to jalls and potlons. 
a) Aversion b) Sympathy c) Empathy d) LIking 

Choose the correct antonyms for the underlined words from the options 

glven. 

d. 

We have eschewed monarchy and autocracy and inaugurated the era of democracy. 
a) Abandon h b) Avold c) Glve up d) Embrace 

One who studies the human mind and behaviors is a is. 
a) Psychologist b) Pathologist c) Linguist 
Choose the clipped form of "Iaflueza 

a) Influ b) Fluenza Flu d) Infuluza 

Form a -new word by adding a suitable suffix to the base word collect' 
a.y on 

d) Danceæ 

10. Choose the correct American English word for pavement. 
a Platform b) Sidewalk c) Curb d) Railing 

d) Geologist 

Choose the correct question tag for the following statement. 

Sita combs her hair ...2 

Marlos 90 

a) Does she b) Doesn't she? c) Did she? d) Didn't she? 

12. Choose the correct expansion of the abbrevlation MRr 

a) Magnetic Resonance Imaging b) Multiple Reasoning Item 
c) Magnetic Reducing Image d) Measuring Radio Identification 

a) Mercllessly b) Before sunset c) AI together 

20 

I cannot put up with this nulsance once anymore 
a) Tolerate b) Handle ) Witness d) Rectify 

the 

13. Choose the correct meaning of the forelgn word on the following sentence. 
The protestors were arrested enmasse yesterday. 

d) As usual 

14. Replace the phrasal verb in the sentence with the suitable single word. 

11Goub Pac 
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1 

) SVIOD0 0) ASvC 
Choose the correct plural form of "Syllabus" a) Syllabuses b) Syllabi c) Symllabla d) Syilabue 17, Choose the word that has bcen spet 

16 

t°entify the xentence patteri of the following sentence. 

Bma kiled Ravana 

rant d) Restourent 
18, Cho0se the correct seml mocdal verb 

22 

() SVo 

a)used to b) dare c)neod ewas young 

6) Restaurant b) Restorent e) Rectiy 

OGate 
20. Choose the correct preposition for the glven sentence. 

28. 

b) sve 

Radha stayed 
a) From 

29. 
30 

21. But now they only laugh with their teeth, 

(b)For 

nhes tellstord 

Answer any four of the following. Read the following sets of poetic Iines 
and answer the following questions. 4 X2 8 

r aunt 

While thelr ice - block cold eyes 

c) Aboue year. 

Part- II (Section- 1) 

a) Who are 'they'? b) Explain : ice block cold eyes. 
Athlets, Il drink to you; or eat with you 
or anything except compete with you, 

a) Who is "he"? 

a) With whom did the people want to drink or eat? 

23. "He sways his head from side to side with movement ike a snake 
b) What does the term drink to you"? 

24. And Reassure myself a new 
b) Pick out the figure of speech in the second line. 

25. For you have but mistook me all this while 

That you are not me and I am not you 

Kaga 

a) Who does the poet refer to as "you"? b) Who does the poet reassure? 

26. Cracking vertebrae and spines lashes his stéed across the lines. 
a) What does "steed" refer to? b) Write down the rhyming words. 

Father : 

a) How is the speaker mistaken by the people? 
b) Write the words in alliteration? 

Raga 

27. Rewrite the following dialogue in reported form. 
Permsston to join the school tour. 

Do as directed : Answer any three questions. 

400 

compound witth "tol" 

Section-2 

much should you pay? 

He presents me a book. (into "passive voice") 
I were you, I would help him (Begin with "were) 

Sangeetha sings well-Sangeétha dances well. 
(Combine the sentence using "as wel as") 

3X2 = 

11 dob PAca-= 

b and complete the sentence. 
My grandfather 

19. Choose the word from the options glven to form a comn 

c) Proof d) Wheel 
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31 

32 

33 

34 

35 
36 

Part- 1II Section-1 
Explain any two of the following with reference to the content. 
Show me howv I usect to laugh 

and smie once upon a time. 
t am glad that when my struggle begins 

twixt prudence and ego, prudence wins. 
A life that knows no kneeling and bending 
we are proud and feel so tal. 

Section-2 
Answer any two of the following briefiy. 
where did the author study in his Ch ennort for her trip to theus 
How did Mary Kom manage to get finan 
What are our memorles iiled 

Answer any thee rinn " 
the folle 

b) Slow and steady wins the ... 

Section-3 

a) Makehed... while the sun shines 
3e Cnlatoh everhs using the words given below. 

nclal 

to order @ eng books. com. 

e Julce". 

) Haste makes Yt. (race, waste, hay) 

Answer the following questions. 
Part- IV 

Frame a dialogue between a policeman and a stranger (minimum three) 
40. You are Sathish/ Sonall, the student in charge of the school library. Draft a mail 

41. a) Why was Mary Kom named the "Queen of Boxing"2(OR) 

42. a) Describe the appearance and quality of Macavity. (OR) 

2X36 

b) In what ways is every hilock similar to Everest. 

2%36 

43. Write a a paragraph (150 words) by developing the given hints. 

b) What is the role of universities in moulding the students a part fron imparting 
academic education to them? 

3X3 =9 

b) Makes notes of the following passage. 

7X5- 35 

to a studio - the photographer dislikes Lcacock's face - passes 
teloacock oets irritated - the photo- taken- wants to see the 

proof - Visits the studio again - The photo is edited - help of technology 
Leacock upset over the changes- calls it worthless - leaves in anger. (OR) 
b) Two friends made a pact meet after twenty years- Bob arrived- spoke to 
policeman on beat-tall man came claimed to be Jimmy wells - Bob reallzed -not 
his friend- Policeman in plain clothes- arrested Bob, a noted criminal- polliceman 
on beat - real Jimmy wells - hesitated to arrest friend- sent another with a note. 

Pollution is an undesirable change in physical, chemical and biological characteristics 
of our land, air and water caused by excessive accumulation of pollutions. The 
pollutants like carbondioxide, sulphur - di - oxide and nitrogen oxide cause air 

pollution. The gas sulphure- di - oxide produces acid rain. Due to acid raln, 
building and plant materials is damaged. The increase of these causes global 
warming also. The average increase in the termperature of atmosphere is called 

11 eyudob PACE-7 

44. a) Write a summary. (OR) 
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45. 

otal 

47 

global warming. Thh i otherwise known as green house ee 
he of sea level consequence of the melting ofglacier 
a) Reading the following advertisement and prepare a resume. 

correctly. 

The applicant should be a post graduate n English with minimum two 
years in the feld Apply with curricilum vitae to 

b) Write a paragraph on Independence day' or values of reading books, 
46. a) Read the following sentences, spot the errors and rewrite the sentences 

a) Though Kala is poor, bt she helps others. 
b) He is a)M.LA 
c) Ramu bought new scissors 9 
d) Latha came to seee 

Box No. 5678, C/o "The Hindu Chennal- 600001 (OR) 

H) 1 

Wanted Enallsh Teache. 

follow. 

) This medicine will your paln. (Lessen/ Lesson) 
e hlanks suitably. 

ii) If I .t....(be) a bird, I would fly: (use the correct tense form) 

speak in English. (use a suitable modal verb) 
Iv)(.. we started early, we reached the destination late. 
(use the correct ink word) 

Questions. 

ie cass. 

V The cat jumped .., the wel. (use the correct preposition) 

ouse effect, This leads to the 

a) Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions that 

After the meal, the way we place our eating tool, our knives, forks, spoons or 

chopsticks is also culturally defines. In Australia, when we have finished eating 
the main course, we put the kriife and fork across the middle of the place parallel 

to each others with the handles facing towards us. When we are resting uring 
the meals. We place the knife and fork across each other In the middle of the 
plate. In China, the chopsticks go crossways across the top of the plate with the 
handles facing towards the rights. In Indonesia, some people place the fork and 
spoon like the Australians do but not all, Indonesla is a multicultural society. So 
there may be a number of customs practiced within the country 

(OR) 

i) Which table manners reveals one's culture? 

1) Are table manners important? Why? 

v) Explain the Indonesian 

Stons 

iw) How do the Chinese preop) 
b) Identify each of the 

ii) What do you know about the table mahners observed by the Australians? 
eir table manners? 

sentences with the fields given below. 
fopd can cause acidity in the stomach. 

WWe ctaved in a hotel for a night. 
i) The Agricultural college and Research Institute in Coimbatore, Has studied the 
effect of planting system on yield 

iv) Life skils should be realized through curriculum objectives. 
v) Halley's comet has an orbital period of about 76 years. 

1 
(Agriculture, Education, Nutrion and Dietetics, Space science, Travel) 
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